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Abstract
In continuous casting of steel, maintaining the shell surface temperature profile under
transient conditions is important to minimize surface cracks. For this purpose a spray-cooling
control system, CONONLINE, has been implemented on a commercial caster. The system
includes a software sensor of shell surface temperature, control algorithm, and a monitor
allowing operator input and displaying the predicted shell surface temperature profiles and other
important operating data. Simulation results demonstrate that the new control system achieves
better temperature control performance than conventional systems during a change in casting
speed. Plant trials have shown that the performance can be improved by modifying the classical
anti-windup method, and modifying the control algorithm during unusual casting conditions.
Introduction
Since its development in the mid 1980’s, an increasing amount of the steel produced in the
world has been made through thin-slab continuous casting. Thin-slab casting, defined here as
slabs less than 100 mm thick, has faster casting speeds and is usually based on scrap. In this
process, molten steel is poured into a water-cooled mold at the top of the caster, where a solid
shell is formed around the liquid core. This partially solidified “strand” is then driven through the
“secondary cooling” region, which has a series of rolls alternating with water or water-mist
sprays that contain and cool the strand until it is fully solidified into slabs. If the steel is not fully
solidified when it leaves this containment region, the ferrostatic pressure causes the strand to
bulge. This costly and possibly dangerous event is called a “whale.”
Robust and accurate control of secondary cooling is vital to the production of high quality
slabs[1]. Defects such as transverse surface cracks form unless the temperature profile down the
caster is optimized to avoid excessive stress and strain, such as caused by unbending, during
temperature regions of low ductility[2]. This is especially important in thin-slab casters, because
high casting speed and a tight machine radius exacerbate cracking problems. Thus, there is great
incentive to implement control systems to optimize spray cooling to maintain desired
temperature profiles.
However, conventional feedback control systems based on hardware sensors have not been
successful because emissivity variations from intermittent surface scale and the harsh, steam-
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filled environment make optical pyrometers unreliable. Most casters control spray-water flow
rates using a simple look-up table based on casting speed, but this produces undesirable
temperature transients during process changes. Recent dynamic control systems have been
developed based on real-time computational models.
Early systems[3-6] updated slowly or had relatively crude models, due to limited computing
speed. More recently, significant achievements have been made in open-loop model-based
control systems for conventional thick-slab casters[7-9], although none of the models are robust
enough for general use, and none has been applied to a thin-slab caster.
A new online control system was briefly introduced in [10, 11] and is described in more detail
[12]
. This system, called CONONLINE, has been implemented at the Nucor Steel casters in
in
Decatur, Alabama. The system features a real-time solidification and heat-transfer model,
CONSENSOR, of a longitudinal slice through the strand as a “software sensor” of surface
temperature. A control algorithm, CONCONTROLLER, featuring a bank of proportional-integral
(PI) controllers, uses this prediction to maintain the shell surface temperature profile at desired
setpoints in each of the spray cooling zones through changes in casting conditions. Finally, a
monitor interface provides real-time visualization of the shell surface temperature and thickness
predictions, along with other information important to the operator, as well as to allow operator
input through the choice of temperature setpoints.
Simulation results, described here, demonstrate that significantly better shell surface
temperature control is achieved. Also, the useful lessons learned during implementation of this
system at Nucor Decatur are discussed.
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Figure 1. Schematics of CONONLINE system
Model and Control System Design
An overview of the real-time control system is pictured in Fig. 1a. It features a “software
sensor” CONSENSOR, which estimates strand temperature in real time from available casting
conditions for CONTROLLER, which evaluates the error compared to operator-chosen setpoints
and sends spray water flow rate “commands” to both the plant and CONSENSOR. Fig. 1b shows
the computing setup, as implemented at Nucor Decatur. The software sensor and controller run
on separate servers for stability and speed reasons. The monitor program runs on Windows PCs
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to display the programs’ outputs. The programs communicate using shared memory on each
server and TCP/IP connections between the computers. Further details are given in [10] and [12].
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Figure 2. CONSENSOR slice diagram

Figure 3. Slice interpolation

Software Sensor – CONSENSOR
At typical casting speeds, the continuously-cast strand has a high Peclet number, rendering
axial heat conduction negligible. Hence, the temperature and solidification of the steel at any
point in the strand can be predicted by modeling a “slice” of the material as it moves down
through the caster at the casting speed. The temperature in each slice is described by the 1-D
transient heat conduction equation[13]:
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where ksteel is thermal conductivity, ȡsteel is density, and Cpsteel
is the effective specific heat of
the steel, which includes the latent heat based on liquid fraction via a modified Clyne-Kurz
microsegregation model[13, 14]. The spatial dimension x extends through the entire thickness of
the strand, perpendicular to the casting direction to allow nonsymmetrical heat extraction. The
initial condition is the pour temperature, measured by a thermocouple in the tundish. Heat flux
boundary conditions are applied based on plant measurements of cooling water flow rates and
temperature rise for the mold, and heat transfer coefficients according to spray water flow rates
for the secondary cooling region.
Focusing on the centerline of the strand, these model equations describing temperature in the
one-dimensional slices can be computed quickly using an explicit finite-difference scheme[13]. By
simulating and interpolating between multiple slices, as illustrated in Fig. 2, the temperature of
the strand is estimated in real-time. More detail on this model is provided elsewhere [12, 13].
An offline computational model with these features was previously developed as the program
CON1D. The accuracy of this model has been demonstrated through comparison with analytical
solutions of plate solidification and plant measurements[13, 15]. Because of its accuracy, CON1D
has been used in many previous studies to predict successfully the effects of casting conditions
on solidification and to develop practices to prevent problems such as whale formation[16].
*
R steel Cpsteel
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The software sensor, CONSENSOR, uses CON1D as a subroutine to simulate individual
slices, starting each slice simulation at the meniscus at different times to achieve a fixed spacing
between the slices. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 using N = 10 slices for simplicity. To assemble the
complete temperature profile requires careful interpolation of the slice results. As illustrated in
Fig. 3, the span between slices can pass over the temperature dips and peaks caused by the roll
and spray spacing, resulting in errors of 100 °C or more. This problem is overcome by “delay
interpolation,” estimating the temperature at each point in the caster at time t from the latest
temperature available from the CON1D slice histories. This process is described in detail in [12].
The model was calibrated to match the average surface temperatures measured under steadystate conditions using five pyrometers installed in the south caster at Nucor Steel Decatur in
January, 2006. An example comparison of the measurements and temperature predictions is
shown in Fig 4. The predicted temperatures generally exceed those measured by the pyrometers,
except for the last pyrometer, which is outside the spray chamber and expected to be most
reliable. The difference is believed to be due to the pyrometers reading lower than the real
temperature, owing to steam-layer absorption and surface emissivity problems. Further work is
needed to improve the accuracy of the pyrometer measurements, the spray heat-transfer
coefficients, the spray-zone lengths, and the predicted variations in surface heat transfer and
temperature, in order to improve the agreement.
The shell thickness prediction has also been calibrated to match recorded whale events at the
Nucor Decatur casters, as well as high casting speed conditions where containment was not lost.

a) along entire domain
b) close-up near one roll spacing
Figure 4. Comparison of CON1D surface temperature predictions and measurements
Control Algorithm – CONCONTROLLER
In a continuous caster, rows of individual spray nozzles are grouped into “spray zones” based
on how they are connected via headers and pipes to control valves. All rows of nozzles in a zone
have the same spray-water flow rate and spray density profile. The spray rate for zone j is
denoted below as uj. CONCONTROLLER controls each zone with an independent PI controller,
tuned separately to meet the desired control performance. CONSENSOR, as described above,
only predicts the temperature along the center of the strand. Hence, CONCONTROLLER only
applies PI control to zones covering the center. The spray flow rates for other zones across the
strand width are prescribed as a function of slab width using separate logic.
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At each time step t, the shell surface temperature profile estimate, Tˆ (z,t) where z denotes the
casting direction, is obtained by CONSENSOR and the desired temperature profile Ts(z,t), or
setpoint, is determined as discussed below. The difference between the two is averaged over each
zone j, giving the zone errors ǻTj(t). Then the spray-water flow rate command for the next time
interval is calculated via the classic PI control law:
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The first part of (4) is a discrete-time integral over the time interval ǻt. The summation term is
an anti-windup[17] adjustment, adopted to avoid integrator windup when the control flow-rate
commands are outside the limits on the possible flow rates through the valves. This tends to
cause controller instability, known as “windup”. This problem is prevented by subtracting the
difference between the measured spray rates and the controller-suggested spray rates from the
integral in Eq. (4). This difference is averaged over Naw time steps to filter out oscillations caused
by chattering in the valves, as discussed below.

a) Profile screen
b) Parameter screen
Figure 5. CONONLINE Monitor interface screens
Visualization – CONONLINE Monitor
The monitor, as illustrated in Fig. 1, is an important part of the system that provides real-time
display of many variables, setpoints, and predictions, permitting operators and plant metallurgists
to monitor the caster and the control system performance, and to make adjustments as needed.
Fig. 5 shows typical screen shots of the two interface screens that the monitor can display.
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Fig. 5a shows the “profile screen,” which serves two purposes. The first purpose is to relay
key simulation outputs to the operators and plant engineers. It is also an interface for operator
input to the controller, via controls for changing the temperature setpoint in any zone manually.
Fig. 5b shows the “parameter screen,” which displays the most important caster measurements
input to the model. This allows for easy checking of the casting conditions, and program statuses.
Setpoint Generation
Choosing a good setpoint profile Ts(z,t) is as challenging and important as the control task
itself. Traditional spray practice is based on “spray-table control.” Spray flow rates for each zone
that produce good quality steel in a specific caster are determined from plant trial and error and
previous experience. Higher casting speeds require higher water flow rates to maintain the same
cooling conditions, so a different spray profile is tabulated for several casting speeds in a
database spanning the range of normal operation. This array of spray rates, or “spray pattern,” is
organized by zone and casting speed and may be different for differing grades of steel. During
casting, spray setpoints are interpolated from the database, called a “spray table,” for the chosen
pattern and casting speed. This method does not accommodate transient behavior very well.
To take advantage of this available knowledge base, the spray table was converted to a table
of surface temperature profile setpoints. For each pattern, CON1D was run at a typical casting
speed (3.5 m/min for Nucor Decatur) using the water spray rates in the spray table. Therefore,
each pattern has a corresponding temperature profile as the setpoint for the PI controller, Ts(z,t).
The automatic setpoints can also be over-ridden in any zone(s) using the monitor interface.
Simulation Results
The model and controller programs can be also used to simulate the caster response to
changing casting conditions, and the monitor can be used to view the results graphically in realtime. For example, Fig. 6a compares the zone-average surface-temperature histories extracted
from the software sensor predictions in the fifth (next to last) spray zones below the meniscus
during a sudden drop in casting speed from 3.0 m/min to 2.5 m/min at t = 30s. Fig. 6b shows the
respective spray rates assigned to each zone using 3 different control methods. Additional results
from these simulations are available in [12].
If no change is made to the spray-water flow rates, the surface temperature eventually drops.
With a controller that changes spray water flow rates in proportion to casting speed, during the
sudden speed drop, all of the spray rates drop immediately. However, with the recently higher
casting speed, the upstream steel is hotter than expected, so the temperature overshoots the
steady-state value. The steady-state temperatures are higher at the lower speed because the spray
rates assigned in the spray table are predicted by the model to drop even more than the drop in
speed requires. Finally, with PI control, the surface temperature is kept remarkably constant
through the speed change. The spray flow rates decrease more gradually after the casting speed
change. Furthermore, the flow rates lower in the caster drop more gradually than those nearer to
mold exit (not shown). Steady state is not reached until steel starting at the meniscus at the
transition time finally reaches the given point in the caster, after being cast entirely under the new
conditions.
This case study demonstrates that all of the controllers perform as expected. The PI controller
produces the best response for steel quality, as detrimental surface temperature fluctuations are
lessened. The quality of the control system now depends on the accuracy of the software sensor
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calibration to match the real caster. Work is proceeding to measure heat transfer, both with
fundamental laboratory experiments, and with optical pyrometers and other experiments in the
commercial steel thin-slab caster.

a) Zone-average outer radius surface temperature
b) Spray water flow rates
Figure 6. Results of offline simulation of slowdown, comparing control methodologies
Implementation at Nucor Steel Decatur
The real-time CONSENSOR model has been running on servers at the Nucor Decatur sheet
steel mill since 2006. Since 2008, dedicated workstations have been set up in the caster pulpit to
run monitors for each of the two casters, which are called North and South caster at the mill. The
system was run in “shadow mode,” in which temperature and shell predictions are supplied to
operators through the monitor, but the system does not control the water sprays. At first, the
system was only installed on the North Caster. During this time, a whale event occurred on the
South caster, while on the North caster operators used the visual prediction of the liquid core to
reduce casting speed as needed to prevent loss of containment. The operators immediately
requested the system also be installed on the South caster.
Several successful tests with CONONLINE in control of the water sprays have been
performed, up to several hours in length. In addition to model calibration, changes have been
made to the control algorithm to resolve issues noticed during the tests. In particular, the
controller gains were made less aggressive when it was found that the spray valve system had a
longer time constant than was anticipated. Also, the valves had some chattering that lead to
sinusoidal noise in the spray rates. The classical anti-windup method, equivalent to Eq. (4) with
Naw = 1, transmitted these oscillations to the control signal. To prevent this, the oscillations were
filtered out by averaging the anti-windup signal over time. The controller also sometimes called
for sharp changes in spray rate in the first few spray zones, due to significant variations in strand
surface temperature at mold exit caused by changes in mold heat flux, casting speed, and steel
grade. To avoid this problem, the temperature setpoint for the first spray zone is now half-way
between the surface temperature at mold exit and the setpoint for the second zone.
Finally, it has been found that additional logic is needed to deal with unusual casting
conditions. In particular, Nucor Decatur has a breakout prevention system that sometimes slows
down the casting speed to 0.25 m/min when thermocouple readings in the mold indicate a thin
spot. However, since CONSENSOR uses average mold heat removal, it does not predict the
highly localized thin spot. As discussed in the previous section, PI control would lower the spray
rates during sudden slowdowns, which could cause the thin spot to break out. Instead, during
these so-called “sticker slowdowns,” CONCONTROLLER has been adjusted to override PI
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control in the first three spray zones with default minimum sprays based on the spray table.
Similar efforts are continuing to help with casting startups and tailouts. Once resolved, the plan is
for CONONLINE to take over permanent control of the casters.
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